Incident Response

Recover From Cyber Attacks
and Get Back to Business FAST!
Cyber attacks are like forest fires. The faster you stop it, the less damage they
cause. That’s what we help you do. Any day. Any time. 24/7. Using our patented
BOSS threat management and intelligence SaaS platform, our world-class
Security Operations Center (SOC) team pinpoints the cause of attack — and
contains it fast!
That way, you can:
• Get back online quickly and conducting business again
• Minimize the potential damage and costs of the cyber-attack
• Recover securely without losing valuable evidence
• Prevent future assaults by fixing the cause of the attack

UncommonX Puts the Action Into Incident “Reaction”
We contain attacks effectively because we react quickly. Our SOC security team
follows our proven integrated process to protect your business:
• Preparation: Define a customized response strategy for your
specific incident
• Detection: Confirm whether an attempted breach or some other incident
actually occurred
•C
 ontainment: Limit the impact, mitigate damage, and verify data gathered
during detection
•A
 nalysis: Identify how the incident occurred and implement a digital
forensics investigation
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•E
 radication: Restore affected systems and remove the causes of
the incident
•R
 ecovery: Verify systems are secure and expedite the resumption of
business operations
•F
 ollow-up: Provide a final report with details of the incident and how it
was contained

Don’t Wait For An Attack. Stop Them Before They
Happen.
Be proactive, not reactive. We can help recover from an attack, but why wait and
risk potential damage and loss? Instead, work with us to uncover internal issues
and potential threats now. That way you can better prevent threats and attacks
before they happen.

Ready for the Security You Deserve? Let’s Talk
Talk to our experts today about your specific needs. Call 866-405-9156, email us
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at sales@uncommonx.com or visit us at uncommonx.com.
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